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Abstract—As a greedy algorithm to recover sparse signals from compressed measurements, orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm has received much attention in recent years. In this paper, we introduce an extension of the OMP for pursuing efficiency in reconstructing sparse signals. Our approach, henceforth referred to as generalized OMP (gOMP), is literally a generalization of the OMP in the sense that multiple indices are identified per iteration. Owing to the selection of multiple “correct” indices, the gOMP algorithm is finished with much smaller number of iterations when compared to the OMP. We -sparse show that the gOMP can perfectly reconstruct any signals , provided that the sensing matrix satisfies the . We also demonstrate by empirical RIP with simulations that the gOMP has excellent recovery performance -minimization technique with fast processing comparable to speed and competitive computational complexity. Index Terms—Compressive sensing (CS), orthogonal matching pursuit, restricted isometry property (RIP), sparse recovery.



I. INTRODUCTION



A



S a paradigm to acquire sparse signals at a rate significantly below Nyquist rate, compressive sensing has attracted much attention in recent years [1]–[13]. The goal of compressive sensing is to recover the sparse vector using a small number of linearly transformed measurements. The process of acquiring compressed measurements is referred to as sensing while that of recovering the original sparse signals from compressed measurements is called reconstruction. In the sensing operation, -sparse signal vector , i.e., -dimensional vector having at most non-zero elements, is transformed into -dimensional measurements via a matrix multiplication with . The measurement is expressed as (1) for most of the compressive sensing scenarios, Since the system in (1) can be classified as an underdetermined system having more unknowns than observations. Clearly, it is Manuscript received March 28, 2012; revised July 20, 2012; accepted September 06, 2012. Date of publication September 13, 2012; date of current version November 20, 2012. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Lawrence Carin. This work was supported by the KCC (Korea Communications Commission), Korea, under the R&D program supervised by the KCA (Korea Communication Agency) (KCA-12-911-01-110) and the NRF grant funded by the Korea government (MEST) (No. 2011-0012525). This paper was presented in part at the Asilomar Conference on Signals, Systems and Computers, November 2011. The authors are with School of Information and Communication, Korea University, Seoul 136-701, Korea (e-mail: [email protected]; [email protected]; [email protected]). Color versions of one or more of the figures in this paper are available online at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org. Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TSP.2012.2218810



in general impossible to obtain an accurate reconstruction of the original input using conventional “inverse” transform of . Whereas, it is now well known that with a prior information on the signal sparsity and a condition imposed on , can be reconstructed by solving the -minimization problem [6]: (2) A widely used condition of ensuring the exact recovery of is called restricted isometry property (RIP) [3]. A sensing matrix is said to satisfy the RIP of order if there exists a constant such that (3) for any -sparse vector . In particular, the minimum of all constants satisfying (3) is referred to as an isometry constant . It has been shown that can be perfectly recovered by solving -minimization problem if [6]. While -norm is convex and hence the problem can be solved via linear programming (LP) technique, the complexity associated with the LP is cubic (i.e., ) in the size of the original vector to be recovered [14] so that the complexity is burdensome for many real applications. Recently, greedy algorithms sequentially investigating the support of have received considerable attention as cost effective alternatives of the LP approach. Algorithms in this category include orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [8], regularized OMP (ROMP) [15], stagewise OMP (StOMP) [2], subspace pursuit (SP) [16], and compressive sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP) [17]. As a representative method in the greedy algorithm family, the OMP has been widely used due to its simplicity and competitive performance. Tropp and Gilbert [8] showed that, for a -sparse vector and an Gaussian sensing matrix , the OMP recovers from with overwhelming probability if the number of measurements follows . Wakin and Davenport showed that the OMP can exactly reconstruct all -sparse vectors if [7] and Wang and Shim recently improved the condition to [18]. The main principle behind the OMP is simple and intuitive: in each iteration, a column of maximally correlated with the residual is chosen (identification), the index of this column is added to the list (augmentation), and then the vestige of columns in the list is eliminated from the measurements, generating a new residual used for the next iteration (residual update). Among these, computational complexity of the OMP is dominated by the identification and the residual update steps. In the -th iteration, the identification requires a matrix-vector multiplication so that the number of floating point operations
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(flops) becomes . Main operation of the residual update is to compute the estimate of , which is completed by obtaining the least squares (LS) solution and the required flops is approximately . Additionally, flops are required to perform the residual update. Considering that the algorithm requires iterations, the total number of flops of the OMP is about . Clearly, the sparsity plays an important role in the complexity of the OMP. When the signal being recovered is not very sparse, therefore, the OMP may not be an excellent choice. There have been some studies on the modification of the OMP, mainly on the identification step, to improve the computational efficiency and recovery performance. In [2], a method identifying more than one indices in each iteration was proposed. In this approach, referred to as the StOMP, indices whose magnitude of correlation exceeds a deliberately designed threshold are chosen. It is shown that while achieving performance comparable to -minimization technique, the StOMP runs much faster than the OMP as well as -minimization technique [2]. In [15], another variation of the OMP, so called ROMP, was proposed. After choosing a set of indices with largest correlation in magnitude, the ROMP narrows down the candidates by selecting a subset satisfying a predefined regularization rule. It is shown that the ROMP algorithm exactly recovers -sparse signals under [19]. While the main focus of the StOMP and ROMP algorithm is on the modification of the identification step, the SP and CoSaMP algorithm require additional operation, called pruning step, to refine the signal estimate recursively. Our approach lies on the similar ground of these approaches in the sense that we pursue reduction in complexity through the modification on the identification step of the OMP. Specifically, towards the reduction of complexity and speeding-up the execution time of the algorithm, we choose multiple indices in each iteration. While previous efforts employ special treatment on the identification step such as thresholding [2] (for StOMP) or regularization [15] (for ROMP), the proposed method pursues direct extension of the OMP by choosing indices corresponding to largest correlation in magnitude. Therefore, our approach, henceforth referred to as generalized OMP (gOMP), is literally a generalization of the OMP and embraces the OMP . Owing to the selection of multiple as a special case indices, multiple “correct” indices (i.e., indices in the support set) are added to the list and the algorithm is finished with much smaller number of iterations when compared to the OMP. Indeed, in both empirical simulations and complexity analysis, we observe that the gOMP achieves substantial reduction in the number of calculations with competitive reconstruction performance. The primary contributions of this paper are twofold: • We present an extension of the OMP, termed gOMP, for pursuing efficiency in reconstructing sparse signals. Our empirical simulation shows that the recovery performance of the gOMP is comparable to the LP technique as well as modified OMP algorithms (e.g., CoSaMP and StOMP). • We develop a perfect recovery condition of the gOMP. with To be specific, we show that the RIP of order
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is sufficient for the gOMP to exactly recover any -sparse vector within iterations (Theorem 3.8). As a special case of the gOMP, we show that a sufficient condition of the OMP is given by . Also, we extend our work to the reconstruction of sparse signals in the presence of noise and obtain the bound of the estimation error. It has brought to our attention that in parallel to our effort, orthogonal multi matching pursuit (OMMP) or orthogonal super greedy algorithm (OSGA) [20] suggested a similar treatment to the one posted in this paper. Similar approach has also been introduced in [21]. Nevertheless, our work is sufficiently distinct from these works in the sufficient recovery condition analysis. Further, we also provide an analysis of the noisy scenario (upper bound of the recovery distortion in -norm) for which there is no counterpart in the OMMP and OSGA study. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the proposed gOMP algorithm and provide empirical experiments on the reconstruction performance. In Section III, we provide the RIP based analysis of the gOMP guaranteeing the perfect reconstruction of -sparse signals. We also revisit the OMP algorithm as a special case of the gOMP and obtain a sufficient condition ensuring the recovery of -sparse signals. In Section IV, we study the reconstruction performance of the gOMP under noisy measurement scenario. In Section V, we discuss complexity of the gOMP algorithm and conclude the paper in Section VI. We briefly summarize notations used in this paper. Let then denotes the support of vector . For , is the cardinality of . is the set of all elements contained in but not in . is a restriction of the vector to the elements with indices in . is a submatrix of that only contains columns indexed by . If is full column rank, then is the pseudoinverse of . is the span of columns in . is the projection onto . is the projection onto the orthogonal complement of . II.



GOMP



ALGORITHM



In each iteration of the gOMP algorithm, correlations between columns of and the modified measurements (residual) are compared and indices of the columns corresponding to maximal correlation are chosen as the new elements of the estimated support set . As a trivial case, when , gOMP returns to the OMP. Denoting the indices as where , the extended support set at the solution



-th iteration becomes . After obtaining the LS , the residual



from the measurements is updated by subtracting onto the orthogonal . In other words, the projection of becomes the new residual complement space of ). These operations are repeated until either (i.e., or the iteration number reaches maximum
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the



-norm of the residual falls below a prespecified threshold . It is worth mentioning that the residual of the gOMP is orthogonal to the columns of since (4) (5) (6) (7) where (6) follows from the symmetry of and (7) is due to



Here we note that this property is satisfied when has full column rank, which is true if in the gOMP operation. It is clear from this observation that indices in cannot be re-selected in the succeeding iterations and the cardinality of becomes simply . When the iteration loop of the gOMP is finished, therefore, it is possible that the final support set contains indices not in . Note that, even in this situation, the final result is unaffected and the original signal is recovered because (8) (9) (10) (11) where (10) follows from the fact that . From this observation, we deduce that as long as at least one correct index is found in each iteration of the gOMP, we can ensure that the original signal is perfectly recovered within iterations. In practice, however, the number of correct indices being selected is usually more than one so that the required number of iterations is much smaller than . In order to observe the empirical performance of the gOMP algorithm, we performed computer simulations. In our experiment, we use the testing strategy in [16], [22] which measures the effectiveness of recovery algorithms by checking the empirical frequency of exact reconstruction in the noiseless environment. By comparing the maximal sparsity level of the underlying sparse signals at which the perfect recovery is ensured (this point is often called critical sparsity [16]), accuracy of the reconstruction algorithms can be compared empirically. In our simulation, the following algorithms are considered. 1) LP technique for solving -minimization problem (http:// cvxr.com/cvx/). 2) OMP algorithm. 3) gOMP algorithm. 4) StOMP with false alarm control (FAC) based thresholding (http://sparselab.stanford.edu/).1 1Since FAC scheme outperforms false discovery control (FDC) scheme, we exclusively use FAC scheme in our simulation.



Fig. 1. Reconstruction performance for function of sparsity .



-sparse Gaussian signal vector as a



5) ROMP algorithm (http://www.cmc.edu/pages/faculty/DNeedell). 6) CoSaMP algorithm (http://www.cmc.edu/pages/faculty/DNeedell). In each trial, we construct ( and ) sensing matrix with entries drawn independently from Gaussian distribution . In addition, we generate a -sparse vector whose support is chosen at random. We consider two types of sparse signals; Gaussian signals and pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) signals. Each nonzero element of Gaussian signals is drawn from standard Gaussian and that in PAM signals is randomly chosen from the set . It should be noted that the gOMP algorithm should satisfy and and thus the value should not exceed . In view of this, we choose , 6, 9 in our simulations. For each recovery algorithm, we perform at least 5,000 independent trials and plot the empirical frequency of exact reconstruction. In Fig. 1, we provide the recovery performance as a function of the sparsity level . Clearly, higher critical sparsity implies better empirical reconstruction performance. The simulation results reveal that the critical sparsity of the gOMP algorithm is larger than that of the ROMP, OMP, and StOMP algorithms. Even compared to the LP technique and CoSaMP, the gOMP exhibits slightly better recovery performance. Fig. 2 provides results for the PAM input signals. We observe that the overall behavior is similar to the case of Gaussian signals except that the -minimization is better than the gOMP. Overall, we observe that the gOMP algorithm is competitive for both Gaussian and PAM input scenarios. In Fig. 3, the running time (average of Gaussian and PAM signals) for recovery algorithms is provided. The running time is measured using the MATLAB program under quad-core 64-bit processor and Window 7 environments.2 Note that we do not 2Note



that we do not use any option for enabling the multithread operations.
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III. RIP BASED RECOVERY CONDITION ANALYSIS In this section, we analyze the RIP based condition under which the gOMP can perfectly recover -sparse signals. First, we analyze the condition ensuring a success at the first iteration . Success means that at least one correct index is chosen in the iteration. Next, we study the condition ensuring the success in the non-initial iteration . By combining two conditions, we obtain the sufficient condition of the gOMP algorithm guaranteeing the perfect recovery of -sparse signals. The following lemmas are useful in our analysis. Lemma 3.1 (Lemma 3 in [3], [16]): If the sensing matrix satisfies the RIP of both orders and , then for any . This property is referred to as the monotonicity of the isometry constant. Lemma 3.2 (Consequences of RIP [3], [17]): For , if then for any ,



Fig. 2. Reconstruction performance for tion of sparsity .



-sparse PAM signal vector as a func-



Lemma 3.3 (Lemma 2.1 in [6] and Lemma 1 in [16]): Let , be two disjoint sets . If , then



holds for any



supported on



.



A. Condition for Success at the Initial Iteration inAs mentioned, if at least one index is correct among dices selected, we say that the gOMP makes a success in the iteration. The following theorem provides a sufficient condition guaranteeing the success of the gOMP in the first iteration. Theorem 3.4: Suppose is a -sparse signal , then the gOMP algorithm makes a success in the first iteration if (12)



Fig. 3. Running time as a function of sparsity . Note that the running time of the -minimization is not in the figure since the time is more than order of magnitude higher than the time of other algorithms.



add the result of LP technique simply because the running time is more than order of magnitude higher than that of all other algorithms. Overall, we observe that the running time of StOMP, CoSaMP, gOMP, and OMP is more or less similar when the signal vector is sparse (i.e., when is small). However, when the signal vector becomes less sparse (i.e., when is large), the running time of the CoSaMP and OMP increases much faster than that of the gOMP and StOMP. In particular, while the running time of the OMP, StOMP, and gOMP increases linearly over , that for the CoSaMP seems to increase quadratically over . Among algorithms under test, the running time of the StOMP and gOMP ( , 9) is smallest.



denote the set of indices chosen in the first Proof: Let iteration. Then, elements of are significant elements in and thus (13) where



denotes the -th column in



. Further, we have (14) (15) (16) (17)
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where (16) is from the fact that the average of -best correlation power is larger than or equal to the average of (true) correlation power. Using this together with , we have (18) where the second inequality is from Lemma 3.2. On the other hand, when no correct index is chosen in the first iteration (i.e., ), (19) where the inequality follows from Lemma 3.3. This inequality contradicts (18) if (20)



set containing the rest of the correct indices is nonempty . Key ingredients in our proof are 1) the upper bound of the -th largest correlation in magnitude between and columns indexed by (i.e., the set of remaining incorrect indices) and 2) the lower bound of the largest correlation in magnitude between and columns whose indices belong to (i.e., the set of remaining correct indices). If is larger than , then is contained in the top among all values of and hence at least one correct index is chosen in the -th iteration. The following two lemmas provide the upper bound of and the lower bound of , respectively. Lemma 3.6: Let where so that are ordered in magnitude in the gOMP algorithm, magnitude between and



. Then, in the -th iteration , the -th largest correlation in , satisfies



Note that, under (20), at least one correct index is chosen in the first iteration. Since by Lemma 3.1, (20) holds true when (21) Equivalently, (22)



(24) Proof: See Appendix A. Lemma 3.7: Let dered in magnitude iteration in the gOMP algorithm, magnitude between and



where so that



are or-



. Then in the -th , the largest correlation in , satisfies



, then contains at least one In summary, if element of in the first iteration of the gOMP. (25)



B. Condition for Success in Non-Initial Iterations In this subsection, we investigate the condition guaranteeing the success of the gOMP in non-initial iterations. Theorem 3.5: Suppose and the gOMP has performed iterations successfully. Then under the condition



Proof: See Appendix B. We now have all ingredients to prove Theorem 3.5. Proof of Theorem 3.5: Proof: A sufficient condition under which at least one correct index is selected at the -th step can be described as



(23)



(26)



-th condition. the gOMP will make a success at the As mentioned, newly selected indices are not overlapping with previously selected ones and hence . Also, under the hypothesis that the gOMP has performed iterations successfully, contains at least correct indices. In other words, the number of correct indices in becomes



Noting that and and also using the monotonicity of the restricted isometry constant in Lemma 3.1, we have



Note that we only consider the case where does not include all correct indices since otherwise the reconstruction task is already finished.3 Hence, we can safely assume that the 3When all the correct indices are chosen and hence the gOMP algorithm is finished already.



then the residual



(27) From Lemma 3.6 and (27), we have (28)
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(29) (30)



Theorem 3.8 (Sufficient Condition of gOMP): Let , then the gOMP algorithm perfectly recovers any -sparse vector from via at most iterations if the sensing matrix satisfies the RIP with isometry constant



Also, from Lemma 3.7 and (27), we have (39) (40)



(31)



(32) (33)



Proof: In order to prove the theorem, the following three cases need to be considered. • Case 1 : In this case, and hence and . Thus, (38) is stricter than (37) also and the general condition becomes (41)



Using (30) and (33), we obtain the sufficient condition of (26) as (34) After some manipulations, we have (35) Since



: • Case 2 In this case, the general condition should be the stricter condition between and . and , Unfortunately, since one cannot compare two conditions directly. As an indirect way, we borrow a sufficient condition guaranteeing the perfect recovery of the gOMP for as (42)



, (35) holds if (36)



which completes the proof.



Readers are referred to [23] for the proof of (42). Since for , the sufficient condition for Case 2 becomes (43)



C. Overall Sufficient Condition Thus far, we investigated conditions guaranteeing the success of the gOMP algorithm in the initial iteration and non-initial iterations . We now combine these results to describe the sufficient condition of the gOMP algorithm ensuring the perfect recovery of -sparse signals. Recall from Theorem 3.4 that the gOMP makes a success in the first iteration if



It is interesting to note that (43) can be nicely combined with the result of Case 1 since applying in (41) will result in (43). • Case 3 : Since has a single nonzero element , should be recovered in the first iteration. Let be the index of nonzero element, then the exact recovery of is ensured regardless of if



(37)



(44)



Also, recall from Theorem 3.5 that if the previous iterations were successful, then the gOMP will be successful for the -th iteration if (38) In essence, the overall sufficient condition is determined by the stricter condition between (37) and (38).



The condition ensuring (44) is obtained by applying for Theorem 3.4 and is given by . Remark 1 ( Based Recovery Condition): We can express our condition with a small order of isometry constant. By virtue of [17, Corollary 3.4] ( for positive integer ), the proposed bound holds whenever . Remark 2 (Comparison With Previous Work): It is worth mentioning that there have been previous efforts to investigate
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the sufficient condition for this algorithm. In particular, the condition was established in [20, Theorem 2.1]. The proposed bound



holds the advantage



. Since is typover this bound if ically much smaller than , the proposed bound offers better recovery condition in many practical scenarios.4 Remark 3 (Measurement Size of Sensing Matrix): It is well known that an random sensing matrix whose entries are i.i.d. with Gaussian distribution obeys the RIP with overwhelming probability if the dimension of the measurements satisfies [9] (45) In [7], it is shown that the OMP requires random measurements for reconstructing -sparse signal. Plugging (39) into (45), we also get the same result. D. Sufficient Condition of OMP In this subsection, we put our focus on the OMP algorithm which is the special case of the gOMP algorithm for . For sure, one can immediately obtain the condition of the OMP by applying to Theorem 3.8. Our result is an improved version of this and based on the fact that the non-initial step of the OMP process is the same as the initial step since the residual is considered as a new measurement preserving the sparsity of an input vector [18], [23]. In this regard, a condition guaranteeing to select a correct index in the first iteration can be readily extended to the general condition without incurring any loss. Corollary 3.9 (Direct Consequence of Theorem 3.4): Suppose is -sparse, then the OMP algorithm recovers an index in from in the first iteration if . We now state that the first iteration condition is extended to any iteration of the OMP algorithm. Lemma 3.10 (Wang and Shim [18]): Suppose that the first iterations of the OMP algorithm are successful (i.e., ), then the -th iteration is also successful (i.e., ) under . Combining Corollary 3.9 and Lemma 3.10, and also noting that indices in are not selected again in the succeeding iterations (since the index chosen in the -th step belongs to ), one can conclude that and the OMP algorithm recovers original signal in exactly iterations under . The following theorem formally describes the sufficient condition of the OMP algorithm. Theorem 3.11 (Wang and Shim [18]): Suppose is -sparse vector, then the OMP algorithm recovers from under



Remark 4 (Comments on Bounds of (41) and (46)): The bounds of the gOMP in (41) and the OMP in (46) cannot be directly compared since and . Nevertheless, the difference in the order might offer possible advantages to the OMP. It should be noted that the RIP condition, analyzed based on the worse case scenario, is for the perfect recovery and hence offers too conservative bound. This explains why the most of sparse recovery algorithms perform better than the bound predicts in practice. It should also be noted that by allowing more iterations (larger than iterations) for the OMP, one can improve performance [20], [24], [25] and achieve performance comparable to the gOMP. However, this may incur large delay and higher computational cost. IV. RECONSTRUCTION OF SPARSE SIGNALS FROM NOISY MEASUREMENTS In this section, we consider the reconstruction performance of the gOMP algorithm in the presence of noise. Since the measurement is expressed as in this scenario, perfect reconstruction of cannot be guaranteed and hence we need to use the upper bound of -norm distortion as a performance measure. Recall that the termination condition of the gOMP algorithm is either or . Note that, since under the condition that satisfies the RIP of order ,5 the stopping rule of the gOMP can be simplified to or . In these two scenarios, we investigate the upper bound of . The next theorem provides the upper bound of -norm distortion when the gOMP algorithm is finished by . Theorem 4.1: Let be the sensing matrix satisfying RIP of order . If is satisfied after iterations, then (47) Proof: See Appendix C. The next theorem provides the upper bound of for the second scenario (i.e., when the gOMP is terminated after iterations). Theorem 4.2: Let be the sensing matrix satisfying the RIP of order and . Suppose the gOMP algorithm is terminated after iterations, then (48) (49) where



(46) Proof: Immediate from Corollary 3.9 and Lemma 3.10. 4In fact, teed.



should not be large since the inequality



must be guaran-



5If



satisfies the RIP of order , (i.e., for all index set with are positive. Thus, that all eigenvalues of ). (i.e.,



), then , which indicates should be full column rank
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, one can get the simple upper bound as (57)



Remark 5 (Comments About esis of the theorem, is approximately large



): Note that, by the hypoth, so for



(58) (59) (60)



(50) This says that the -norm distortion is essentially upper ( is a conbounded by the product of noise power and stant). It is clear from (50) that decreases as increases. Hence, by increasing (i.e., allowing more indices to be selected per step), we may obtain a better (smaller) distortion bound. However, since needs to be satisfied, this bound is guaranteed only for very sparse signal vectors. Before providing the proof of Theorem 4.2, we analyze a sufficient condition of the gOMP to make success at the -th iteration when the former iterations are successful. In our analysis, we reuse the notation and of Lemma 3.6 and 3.7. The following lemma provides an upper bound of and a lower bound of . Lemma 4.3: and satisfy



where (59) follows from for . Now we turn to the next scenario where does not contain all the correct indices (i.e., ). Since the algorithm has performed iterations yet failed to find all correct indices, it is clear that the gOMP algorithm does not make a success for some iteration (say this occurs at -th iteration). Then, by the contraposition of Lemma 4.4,



(61) Since



is at most



-sparse, (62)



(51) (63)



and



(64) (52) Proof: See Appendix D. As mentioned, the gOMP will select at least one correct index from at the -th iteration provided that . Lemma 4.4: Suppose the gOMP has performed iterations successfully. Then under the condition



(65) (66) Also,



,6 and thus



(67) (53) the gOMP makes a success at the -th condition. Proof: See Appendix E. We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.2. Proof: We first consider the scenario where contains all correct indices (i.e., ). In this case,



(68) (69)



(54) (55)



(70)



(56)



6Due to the orthogonal projection of the gOMP, the magnitude of the residual for ). decreases as iterations go on (
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(71) (72) cancels all the components in where (70) is because . Using the definition of the RIP, we have



(73) and hence (74) Combining (74) and (61), we finally have (75)



Fig. 4. Set diagram of



,



, and



.



be solved efficiently (see Appendix F),7 and the associated cost is flops. • Residual update: For the residual update, the gOMP performs the matrix-vector multiplication ( flops) followed by the subtraction ( flops). Table II summarizes the complexity of each operation in the -th iteration of the gOMP. The complexity of the -th iterations is approximately . If the gOMP is finished in iterations, then the complexity of the gOMP, denoted as , becomes



where



Noting that and is a small constant, the complexity of the gOMP can be expressed as . In practice, however, the iteration number of the gOMP is much smaller than due to the inclusion of multiple correct indices for each iteration, which saves the complexity of the gOMP substantially. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 5, the number of iterations is about of the OMP so that the gOMP has a computational advantage over the OMP.



V. DISCUSSIONS ON COMPLEXITY In this section, we discuss the complexity of the gOMP algorithm. Our analysis shows that the computational complexity is approximately where is the number of iterations. We show by empirical simulations that the number of iterations is small so that the proposed gOMP algorithm is effective in running time and computational complexity. The complexity for each step of the gOMP algorithm is summarized as follows. • Identification: The gOMP performs a matrix-vector multiplication , which requires flops ( multiplication and additions). Also, needs to be sorted to find best indices, which requires flops. • Estimation of : The LS solution is obtained in this step. Using the QR factorization of , we have (76) [26]. Actually, since and this leads to a cost of the elements of and are largely overlapped, it is possible to recycle the part of the previous QR factorization of and then apply the modified GramSchmidt (MGS) algorithm. In doing so, the LS solution can



VI. CONCLUSION As a cost-effective solution for recovering sparse signals from compressed measurements, the OMP algorithm has received much attention in recent years. In this paper, we presented the generalized version of the OMP algorithm for pursuing efficiency in reconstructing sparse signals. Since multiple indices can be identified with no additional postprocessing operation, the proposed gOMP algorithm lends itself to parallel-wise processing, which expedites the processing of the algorithm and thereby reduces the running time. In fact, we demonstrated in the empirical simulations that the gOMP has excellent recovery performance comparable to -minimization technique with fast processing speed and competitive computational complexity. We showed from the RIP analysis that if the isometry constant of the sensing matrix satisfies then the gOMP algorithm can perfectly recover -sparse signals from compressed measurements. One important point we would like 7We note that the fast approach of the MGS for solving LS problem can also be applied to the OMP, ROMP, and StOMP, but with the exception of the CoSaMP. This is because the CoSaMP algorithm computes a completely new LS solution over the distinct subset of in each iteration. Nevertheless, other fast approaches such as Richardson’s iteration or conjugate gradient might be applied in the CoSaMP.
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APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 3.6 Proof: Let be the index of the -th largest correlation in magnitude between and (i.e., columns corresponding to remaining incorrect indices). Also, define the set of indices . The -norm of the correlation is expressed as



(77) . Since and are disjoint (i.e., ) and (note that the number of correct indices in is by hypothesis). Using this together with Lemma 3.3, we have



where



Fig. 5. Number of iterations of the OMP and gOMP as a function of sparsity . The red dashed line is the reference curve indicating iterations. TABLE I THE GOMP ALGORITHM



(78) and



Similarly, noting that we have



,



(79) where



(80) (81) (82) TABLE II COMPLEXITY OF THE GOMP ALGORITHM ( -TH STEP)



to mention is that the gOMP algorithm is potentially more effective than what this analysis tells. Indeed, the bound in (39) is derived based on the worst case scenario where the algorithm selects only one correct index per iteration (hence requires maximum iterations). In reality, as observed in the empirical simulations, it is highly likely that the multiple correct indices are identified for each iteration and hence the number of iterations is usually much smaller than that of the OMP. Therefore, we believe that less strict or probabilistic analysis will uncover the whole story of the CS recovery performance. Our future work will be directed towards this avenue.



where (81) and (82) follow from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, and are disjoint, if the number of respectively. Since correct indices in is , then . Using (77), (78), (79), and (82), we have



Since , we have Now, using the norm inequality8, we have



(83) .



(84) Since



, it is clear that . Hence, we have (85)



8



.
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and



where (96) is from the definition of RIP and (97) and (98) follow are disfrom Lemma 3.2 and 3.3, respectively ( and joint sets and ). By combining (94) and (98), we obtain



(86)



(99) APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 3.7 Proof: Since tween and



Finally, by combining (91), (92) and (99), we obtain



is the largest correlation in magnitude be, it is clear that (87)



for all



(100)



, and hence (88)



APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1



(89)



Proof: We observe that . Using



where (89) follows from the triangle inequality,



(101) (102)



(90)



(103) (91) Since



(104)



, (92)



and (93)



where (101) is due to the definition of the RIP, (102) follows from the fact that is at most -sparse , and (104) is from . , we further



Since have



(94)



(105)



where (94) is from



(106) (107)



Furthermore, we observe that where the last inequality is due to ) and . (95)



(96)



(and hence



APPENDIX D PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3 Proof: Using a triangle inequality,



(97)



(108)



(98)



(109)
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From (92) and (99), we have , and (110) is upper bounded by



Using (78), (79), and (82),



(122) (111)



Also,



Further, we have



(123) (124) (112) (113) (114)



(125) Finally, by combining (121), (122) and (125), we obtain



(115) Plugging (115) into (111), we have (126) (116) Using



APPENDIX E PROOF OF LEMMA 4.4



and (116), we have



Proof: Using the relaxations of the isometry constants in (27), we have (117) Next, we derive a lower bound for , we have



. First, recalling that



(118) (119) Using a triangle inequality,



(127) and



(120)



(121)



(128)
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and



imply that a sufficient condition



where are given by



and



.. .



and



.. .



(129) ..



After some manipulations, we have Applying



.. .



.



(134)



to (132), we have (135)



(130) Since



, this condition is guaranteed if



We count the cost of solving (135) in the following steps. Here we assess the computational cost by counting floating-point operations (flops). That is, each , , , , counts as one flop. • Cost of QR decomposition: To obtain and , one only needs to compute , and since the previous data, and are stored. For to , we sequentially calculate



(131)



APPENDIX F COMPUTATIONAL COST FOR THE “ESTIMATE” STEP OF GOMP In the -th iteration, the gOMP estimates the nonzero elements of by solving an LS problem, (132) To solve (132), we employ the MGS algorithm in which the QR decomposition of previous iteration is maintained and, therefore, the computational cost can be reduced. Without loss of generality, we assume . The QR decomposition of is given by



where orthonormal columns and matrix,



Taking



for example. One first computes using (requires flops) and then computes (requires flops). Then, normalization of requires flops. Finally, computing requires flops. The cost of this example amounts to . Similarly, one can calculate the other data in and . In summary, the cost for this QR factorization becomes



consists of is an upper triangular



• Cost of calculating Since



For notation simplicity we denote and . In addition, we denote the QR decomposition of the -th iteration as . Then it is clear that (133)



By reusing the data



, we have



,



is solved with
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• Cost of calculating , we have



Since the data with



: Applying



can be reused,
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to the vector



In summary, whole cost of solving LS problem in the -th iteration of the gOMP is the sum of the above and is given by



is solved
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Then we calculate



We can reuse the data cost of calculating



, i.e.,



,



so that the , and



becomes , (using Gaussian elimination method), , respectively. The cost for and computing is



• Cost of calculating to the vector



We can reuse computation of



,



and and cost of this step becomes



Applying , we obtain



so that the requires , flops, respectively. The
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